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Nine Justices Inaugaurate
Newly FormedStudent Court
Elkins Sr.,
To Serve
As Chief

By Order of the Gavel!

By Marian Baizy

IT'S cJuUSTMA«*rtME AT BASTRHiN—The Christmas season.at Eastern Kentucky State College was formaMy opened Sunday with the
Impressive Hanging 1of the Greens ceremony In the Keen Johnson Btudent Union Building-, followed by the 30th presentation of Handel's oratorio, the "Messiah,' In Brock Auditorium that evening. The Messiah chorus was composed trf 825 college students, alumni, and friends of
the college. James E, Van Pewsem, head of the music department, directed t:ie performance that was attended by a standing-room audience
of over 2,000. In the HangSng of the Greens picture, Sandra Nunnelley,, Cyiithlana, and Antoinnette Kelemen, Harlan, lead the colorful procession in, the hanging of Christmas greenery.

Chorus And Soloists
Present 'Messaih*
A powerful chorus numbering
229 accompanied four soloists in
the 30th annual singing of George
Frederick Handel's Messiah in Hiram Brock Auditorium, Sunday, at
7:30 p.m. A capacity crowd was
on hand to see the two-hour presentation which was directed by
Mr. James E. Van Poursem, head
of Eastern's music department.
Soloists were Thaise B. Honaker,
soprano from Richrnonri; Evelyn
Beal. contralto from New York
City; Galand W. Pettys. tenor
from Norwood, New York; and
Donald Henrickson, bass from
Eastern.
Mrs. Honaker, wife of Gerald
Honaker, a member of Eastern's
English department, has received
many honors in the field of misuc.
After her graduation from West-

Eastern's Security
Force In Motion
24 Hours A Day
Eastern's security force provides
round-the-clock protection for the
entire campus. The security division is constantly alert and vigilant In order that they might fulfill their prime objective—to stop
any and all trouble before it begins.
The security force comes under
supervision of the maintenance department, . but is separate in its
function.
It's duty is to direct
and control traffic within the campus limits, to supervise parking on
campus, and to deal with any
other type of trouble which may
occur.
If for some reason, the campus
patrolmen need assistance, their
patrol car is equipped with a radio which places them in direct contact with city police. The state
police may also be contacted if
needed.
Six men working their various
shifts and one student working
Sirt time compose the security
rce. Mr. Phillip Ctislck. former
state patrolman is the head. Mr.
Robert Adams. Mr. Donald Biggerstaff. Mr. Allen Morgan. Mr. Otis
Combs, and Mr. Wesley Wade comSlete the staff with Robert
ury, an Eastern student, working
part Ume.
Lost: Ladles glasses somewhere on campus. Ulanse** were
in a brown
case. If found,
please call 623-45*0 and ask for
Jaae Jealdas.

minister Choir College in Princeton, N.J., Mrs. Honaker appeared
with choruses and orchestras all
over the United States.
Beal Uses Ability
Miss Evelyn Beal used her
unique interpretive ability and
magnificent stage personality in
the Messiah presentation. Miss
Beal has appeared in many phases
of musical presentations in the
United States and Canada.
Galand W. Pettys sang In this
presentation with his present teacher, Donald Henrickson of Eastern.
Galand has sung over the United
States under some of the world's
greatest conductors.
Henrickson, the bass, is a member of Eastern's music faculty. He
has sung in several Messiah presentations in many parts of the
U.S. as well as other musical presentations.
Besides these soloists, other outstanding performances were cited.
Jerry Riches' playing of the tympani and Gary Holdworth's trumpet were said to have given outstanding performances in the orchestra.
The entire chours was composed
of students, faculty, and citizens
of Madison County as well as
some alumni who return each year
to sing In the annual presentation.
A later performance was presented at the Union Church in
Berea on Wednesday, December
13, at 7:30 p.m.

Eastern May Have
Courses In
Jefferson County

Nine Justices have been selected by the Student Council to Inaugaurate the newly forming Student Court, designed to scive the
student body of Eastern.
Bill Elkins, senior from JenkinH,
Kentucky, will serve in Ihe capacity of Chief Justice of this organization which is to eventually function independently from the founding organization. He and his eight
cohorts were selected December
3, after being nominated by Council president Jim Showaller and
being approved by a two-thirds
majority vote of the Council members.
Senior Judges
Chosen as -Senior Judges were
Karl Dean from Harrodsburg and
r Barbara Edwards... math-physical
major from Prospect, Kentucky.
Ronnie Wolfe, English major and
present Managing Editor of the
Eastern Progress from Falmouth,
Kentucky, and Gary McBee, English-history major from Cynthiana,
Kentucky, will serve as Junior
Justices.
The Council selected as sophomore representatives Mary Jo Lafuze, chemistry major from Richmond, and Don Showalter, math
Bill Elkins, a senior from Jenkins and new Chief Justice of the Stumajor from Louisville.
dent Court, explains some judicial details to the other Justices. From
left are Ronnie Wblfe, Falmouth; Mary Jo LaFuze, Richmond; Gary
A committee was established at
McBee, Cynthiana; Barbara Edwards. Prospect, and Don Shothe same .meeting to oiganize the
walter. Louisville. Earl Dean. Harrodsburg, was not present when
rules of the court. Council memthe
picture was taken.
bers appointed for this historymaking task were Jim Stivers,
chairman, Ronnie Elliott, Don Dlx.
and Evelyn Craft. As of (his date,
the committee has made no report
of their progress to the Council.
Interview with .Nhoualtcr
In an interview with Council
President Showalter, this reporter was told that the Council believes that Eastern is ready for
any given stage in history odist Church of Richmond.
such an organization and for such the"Atworld
its noises and its
responsibility. "We are using con- whispers. Ithas
Dr. Poore's address, called
a part of wisdom "Christmas
stitution provisions and patterns of to distinguish isbetween
Whispers," was the
the two and highlight of the
gala affair arrangorganization of several colleges at to realize that frequent
truth
is
which a Court of this kind has borne on the wings of the whispers, ed by the MU chapter of CWENS,
proved effective and successful. It
National Sophomore Women's Honwill take time, but it will be worth rather than on the din of the noise". orary, at Eastern.
The preceding statements are exthe cffoit if we establish a workCWENS president, Peggy Karem,
able court system for our stu- rerpts from an address given at presided over the program. Folthe Freshman Women's dinner at lowing the invocation given by
dents."
Although the Council has not yet Eastern Wednesday evening. They Julie Houston, the freshman wospoken by Dr. William H. men were treated to a rendition
approved the exact Jurisdiction were
and functioning of the Court, Sho- Poore. Minister of the First Meth- of the CWENS national song. The
walter released the following tensong was directed by Mrs. Blanche
RALPH MARTERIE
tative categories of jurisdiction:
Seevcrs and accompanied by Julie
Houston.
(1) The Court will have the power
The
Ralph Marterie Orchestra,
to interpret the constitutionality
Mr. Donald G. Hendrickson di- a well-known name in popular
snd the legalty of laws within the
lected the group in the singing of
Council; (2) The Court will hear
the Christmas Carols, "O Holy dance bands, was the featured atand make recommendations for
Night" and "White Christmas". traction at the President's Anni.
discipline of student misconduct
Visitors to the State Capitol Karen Flynn served as accompan- versary Dance last night in the
which will be referred by the Dean
ist.
Student Union Building.
of Students; (3) The Court will be grounds this Christmas season can
Other features on the program
sec
a
40-foot
tree,
red
and
green
Over one thousand students,
open to appeals from students who
included
a
song
by
Gloria
Elliot.
lights, the world's largest Christpetition the Court after disciplin- mas
Gloria, who is a mezzo soprano, plus many alumni, were on hand
wreath
and
other
decorations
ary action has been taken under
for the festivities. This dance conreflecting the spirit of the holiday sang, "I Wonder as 1 Wander".
other auspices.
It was reported that this was the tinues President Robert R. Mar.
season.
largest
student
dinner
in
the
hisCourt of ApiM-als
A committee of Frankfort cititin's practice of Inviting a name
Showalter expressed the idea that zens have planned the decorations. tory of Eastern. Frosh women pre- band to the college each year for a
sent
numbered
451.
the Court would at first function
The 40-foot tree stands in front
free student dance. It was begun
as a court of appeals. Since no of the Capitol. Behind the building,
last year with the Inaugural Ball.
points have been placed in black the floral clock will be decorated
and white as yet. "it is difficult to as a huge Christmas wreath.
The dance last night was held
imagine the complete range which
A tree-lighting ceremony was
in the colorfully decorated college
this Court will eventually have."
held Dec. 11 at 7 p.m., with Gov.
dining room. Punch and coffee
On last Wednesday evening's Bert Combs throwing the switch to
were served to the guests In WalVoice of Eastern show on Rich- light the tiee. Red and green bulbs
mond's WEKY. members of the have been placed in all the outnut Hall.
Something new has been added
Court were interviewed. At that door lighting fixtures at the CapiSpecial Guests
to eight of Eastern's freshman
time Earl Dean was not present tol.
Included among those present
Following
this,
a
Community
physical
education
elasst'j.
For
the
for comment. Each Justice displayed a genuine interest in the Christmas Sing was held with the first time in history, the crash of were President Martin's special
new organization and an enthusi- 40-voice Georgetown College a ca- bowling balls is added to the guests: Dr. and Mrs. W. F. O'Donasm "to work and learn" which pella choir, directed by W. Wayne stereophonic-like sounds of danc- nell, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Combs,
ing, volley-ball, golf, tennis, bad- and Dr. and Mrs. Russell Todd.
will be the case of this Court said Johnson, furnishing music.
On several Sunday afternoons be- minton and other 'duch courses.
a junior member.
Ralph Marterie has played colfore Christmas Day, Santa Claua
The 242 students enrolled in
has been talking to visitors to the this course will bowl twice a week leges from coast to coast. He was
floral clock. Several gioups cf ev- at Richmond's new Maroon Lanes. voted the favorite college dance
ergreen trees on the giounds have It a student rolls a 200 game he orchestra leader in a poll conductPeace Corps PreMMitation
been sprayed with white snow-mix will be the recipient of a key ed by Downbeat magazine. Some
To Be Seen Friday on NBC
and spotlighted.
chain, and if he rolls a 250 game of his hits are "Pretend." "Caraho will be given a trophy. This van." and "Crazy, Man, Crazy."
The first documentary
policy was instituted to stimulate In addition he has made several
television presentation on the
enthusiasm' and give the student L P albums.
Peace Corps in the field will be
a sense of satisfaction for his
All arrangements for the dance
shown on December 15 ove- all
aflrifcvement. .
were under the direction of the
NBC stations at 9:30 p.m. HST.
One
intramural
league
h^f-startCollege
Social Committee with
Your local NBC station will ten
ed afso. Leacpe play is scheduled Mrs. Emma Y. Case, chairman.
you whether It is'being-canied
for week «,%hts with Saturday Student representatives on the comin your locality. Eastern stuadd Sunday nights reserve^ for mittee are Anne Stanley Johnson,
dents can see this progrdm over.
open. bowling.
Jim Montgomery, Mary Long Carthe NBC Station nearest their
The 6pening and closKJj wins penter, David W. Brewer, Lola
Home. Watchjfor it.
of ther twenty-lane bowgix<Kley Scent. Frank Balln. Ann Maria
Fogan, and Gary Morris.
aito 9 ajn. until past
-

'Christmas Whispers'
Highlights '61 Dinner

Tree, Lights, Giant
Wreath Adorn
State Capitol

Mills Presents Christmas
Message To Capacity Crowd

Eastern will hold an organizaDr. Robert Lee MiHs, president f Hall by white-robed YWCA girls
tional meeting next Tuesday at
Louisville's Durrett High School to of Georgetown College, gave the Barbara- Rose, YWCA president,
("In
ist mas message to a capacity
consider extension courses In the
then gave the invocation.
Jefferson County area for the crowd last Sunday afternoon at
A
solo by Mary Mackey,
the 32nd annual Hanging of the
spring semester.
Greens in Walnut Hall.
soprano,
of "If God Be For Us,
Dr. W. J. Moore, college dean,
He emphasized the uncertainty Who Can Be Against Us?" from
and other officials will attend the
our age and the certainty of
meeting, to be held in room 207 of
Christmas. "We live in a world of The Prophecy by Barbara
of Durrett High School.
The Fulfillment by
where
we
have the power to Sowdei-s,
Graduate students may apply for
Evelyn Craft, and The Kingdom
as many as six semester hours by destroy ourselves." he said.
Dr. Mills went on to say that by Leslie. Sanford: and a -solo,
extension toward the M.A. degree
An aaditional six' hours by ex- "As we look around, we see a "What Child is This?" by Karen
tension may be applied toward the struggle for the minds, of men." Flynn. soprano, rounded out the
but activities. George Proctor gave
new. 24-hour program above the such as that in advertising,
4
master's for classification in Rank that Christ -also was interested in the benediction.
capturing
minds.
l. -top pay-grade for teachers in,
Also included on. <to program
Kentucky's public schttolsystem.'
Joint Preeantation
were Barbara Denhlson. pianist;
_ Outer meetings _s/e scheduled
The program - was .a joint Jeanette Webb any Chnrlene Mcjjor ether areas of the state. J
presentatipn of campus YWCA' Cauley, candlelighters: Clarl Banks
TCastem conducts eStens1on""ccn- and Y**OA groups It was begun i and Stephen OLsen. trumpet playters during the regular-school yea&tby the.4raditional .caudle proces- ers;'and Mary Jo Radden and
in about 15 centers throughout Ken- sion and the hanging of ropes of Beth Ann Morehead, trumpet
tucky.
'
greenery to the ceiling of Walnut bearers.

Bowling Becomes
A Port Of PE
Classes At Eastern

^CHRISTMAS

Marterie Is .
Featured Af
Formal Dance

'
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING
IT'S that time of year again when America's streets
teem with moving masses who brave any and all existing
conditions to fulfill a spirit which only comes once a
year—the spirit of Christmas.
Some say that Americans have forgotten the true
meaning of the Christmas season. They maintain that
the "real" meaning has been lost in a maze of commercialism. But, somewhere in this maze, there exists a
spirit which is the true meaning of the yuletide.
The true meaning of Christmas is an understood
one. Occasionally in grammar, the subject of a sentence
wFH be understood. In Christmas, the subject is also
understood, the subject being that this is a joyous observance of a great event—the birth of the Savior of
mankind. Behind the tinsel, bright lights, egg nog, caroling, gifts, and Santa Clauses is an understood meaning.
A spirit which says, "We have a reason for being gay.
Every action must have a reason, and ours is the birth

of Christ."
The charges leveled at those who spend great sums
of money at Christmas are in many cases unfounded.
This is Christmas when we can. out of love, give a friend
a gift and say with this understood meaning, "This is a
birthday gift. A gift which cannot be literally given to
the Savior, but it can be given so as to foster the love
and understanding which He taught all men to practice."
This is the meaning which men have misconstrued as
commercialization.
This spirit of Christmas has many other aspects.
Men may place a greater emphasis on the material aspect, but underneath is a spiritual reason. This spirit
of Christmas is magic which wines in the actions of men
as does the new fallen crystal snow flakes on the ground.
This spirit comes alive with our medium of exchange and
makes us understand silently and reverently that we are
commemorating a momentous occasion.
Never can we make this spirit of Christmas inclusive of every individual. Some may use it as an excuse
to indulge excessively in certain areas which must be
moderately maintained the rest of the year. But, they
too, even though they may not realize it, are caught up
in this magic spirit like smoke in a raging tornado.
It musf be kept in mind also that one can never
know what another actually intends. We can never know
whether someone uses Christmas as an excuse to indulge
or whether he indulges because of Christmas's understood meaning.
However, the Christmas spirit which is reflected in
the receiving of a gift is just as important as the giving
of one when there is a spirit of love in the heart of both
parties. The hanging of the mistletoe is just as much a
part of Christmas as is Midnight Mass. The decoration
of a Christmas free is just as much in keeping with the
spirit of Christmas as is the singing of the Messiah. All
may be contrasts, but all are similar in that they are observed in the adoration of a Supreme Being.

From Us ... To You
Taking a moment out to wish our readers a very
pleasant Holiday Season is one of the most enjoyable
and relaxing tasks which we have hit upon this year.
The Progress editors, staff writers, photographers, and
typists hope that this vacation will find true significance
in the hearts of aH. A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to you . . . see you next year!

Redlands Faculty
Votes For Changes
Sampling faculty opinion concerning modifications in
the educational program
at the University of Redlands.
the Faculty Evaluation Committee compiled the following statistics
based on answers from forty-six members:
1. Should w» seek ways to reduce the number of courses taken by a
student at one time? Yes, 32; No, 6.
When asked "Hew many?" one faculty member replied in favor of
"one Oi two" courses at one time, one recommended "two" courses,
11 replied "three," six replied "three or four," nine replied "four,"
four replied 'Tour or five.''
The chief reason given for limiting courses is that it would permit
greater concentration, encourage aepth and eliminate the dispersion of
Interest and effort.
Major arguments against reducing the number of courses included
the' difficulty of such concentration in applied skills (especially in music), r*e need for students to "shop around" for fields of interest and
the desirability of diversification to avoid boredom.
2. Should we seek ways to reduce the number of courses for which an
instructor mutt prepare during a given semester? Yes, 38; No.7,
To the question "How many?" one persons answered that "one"
course would be ideal, four answered "two."' eight answered "two or
three," nine answered "three." leur answered "three or four." and
three answered "four." Another suggestion was that limits be placed
on tint number of units taught during the semester or year rather than
the. number of courses.
Many professors saw advantages to limiting the number of courses to
be prepared In that concentration on fewer courses would permit more
adequate specialised preparation, vith less dispersion of effort.
Others felt that only the numb.-r of hours of teaching, together with
ths number of {apera to be corrected, is of real significor.ee. A few
feared they would be bored with too few courses to teach.
S. Should we seek to eliminate the post-Christmas "lame-duck" period?
Yes, 28: No 12.
When asked "by what system?" 18 recommended the 13-5-18 prcgram (two 13-week semesters with an Intervening five week "middle
enter" beginning right after Christmas vacation I. seven suggested
Quarter System, two biiggested a 12-4-16 arrangement and cne sugta4 an earlier start fo' the fall semester.
' feel the post-Christmas period is not, or at least need not be,
-dock" period; uome find the Christmas vacation period valuCUrii'ng up prior to exams, for special projects or for other
it difficult to resume momentum after the break, and
to wind up the first semester's work before Christmas.

Fantisque

Readers Write

Judicial Court? Students Say .

rapid expansion? Can It be done?
Dear Progress Editors:
by Sandy Goodlett
There are rules on this campus I don't think that it is possible. The
more
students we have; the more
Perhaps the most horrifying ex- that have been in effect slrice 1906.
or so it seems. Many are like the people we will have that are inperience
a
sane,
sound
human
be1
to the spirit and tradiUon
ing can have is to try to spend a old state and national Constitu- different
of the school. The backgrounds of
night studying in the doimitory. tions : they need to be ratified.
the students are of such variance
! The
following h a
typical
One of these rules Is that boys
It is impossible to have a unichronological report cf a more are not allowed in the women's that
fied front.
than active night.
dormitories until 4:0O p.m. If a
I think the solution is under the
At 7 p.m. I decided that since boy wishes to see his girl, he is In
I hadn't studied for about
sad shape. In order for a boy to noses of those extremists. If they
month. I would take time out of keep from freezing, he should be would not try to pressure the stumy busy schedule to catch up. I allowed to enter the dorm not mf"^ into accepting "the spirit."
sat down at my desk, ope-ied my Burnam Hall though. Some couples perhaps there would be better rehistory text, and began soaking like to study in the dorms in the sults. If more psychology were
up the facts. Actually. I fell asleep afternoon. Is this rule reason to used and less force. I and the rest
j with my head in the opened book. I en a herd of coldblooded boys in- of the students would be more apt
The next thing I knew, it wa3 to the cold? For infraction of this to achieve the feeling the pressure
groups on campus want.
eleven o'clock and I was up to rule, a girl can get "campused."
my ankles in water. It seems that
Well, the world goes around and
If you have no idea what a "camso does school spirit.
my rnngeniel next doer neighbo.', pus" Is, here a brief summary:
had decided to wash my floor. Of
The Aging Junior
1. She must remain in her room
course they didn't have the time the entire evening except to go to
or energy to find or use a mop, so the desk to sign in.
Dear Editor,
Mar) Kay Williamson
they just inserted the water under
Recently, our state senator, ". . . I think it will definitely be
2. She isn't allowed to get a coke
the door.
from Abe machine, wash clothes, Thruston B. Morton delivered a worth while."
A Mess And A Fire Alarm
make or rreceive phone calls, or see message to an aggregate of stuNever have I seen such a mess. visitors.
dents in assembly. For those which
However. I cleaned it up, and I
3. She isn't allowed to speak to were unable to attend, he briefly
returned to my sleep.. .1 mean my
■tressed
the "importance of better
studying- I hadn't been seated anyone except room and suite representation" in our elections. As
more than a half an hour when mates.
you are well aware of. or vou
Is this justifiable for a rule in- should
the fire alarm rang. Immediately
be aware of the fact that
everybody filed out of the dorm. fraction on the part of our girls? the young people are the leaders
After the cherk of the rooms, we Is this the best way to keep the in- of today and in the future. Our
filed back to our desk's and I once fraction from happening again? colleges and universities are conThe councils think so, but we be- stantly increasing in number each
again took book in hand.
Even though I thought any- lieve a more democratic way can year. It is the college students,
thing else that happened would he be achieved. After all. who on this people with intelligence and eduanti-climactic. I was wrong. Not campus has the right to tell some- cation, that are to lend our nation
more than five minute elapsed be- one she can't speak to anyone.
in the upcoming years.
fore—you guessed it the alarm
I am sure we all realize that in
We are now at the stage in our
rang loud once again. After the any orderly society there must be lives where we should be feeling
same procedure, several hoys were a set of rules or standards set by our importance upon our country.
a little restless and decided to go the governing body by which we Knowing this, it is we who shall
caroling.
I must all adhere. However when starid ready to appoint our deleVirtually everyone deemed it an | these rules are outdated or con gates to represent us in local,
!
excellent idea, but since some stitute a violation of our rights as state and national government. We.
were prepared for bed and it was citizens of this college, they need aa Americans, should honor this
cold, they
decided not to go. to be considered for a change. After political freedom. There are many
About three hundred boy starter! all. In order to have a bigger and people who snub their noses or
r Melvin Sutphin
an exodus to Burnam. Though I better institution, we must have leave it up to the next person to
"I
am
against
the court
didn't want to go. I was swept bigger and better minds.
elect our officials for him. The
along.
decision is ours. We are the ones
A Cool Cat
Fire Truck Ciniin To Burnam
who will decide who will run our
Everything went fine unt'1 the Dear Editor:
couatry in the future. The right
group rounded the SUB. Though
SCHOOL SPIRIT? What is it? to vote is one of the great privthe fire alarms went of in a men's For
past month the students leges that we uphold today, whether
dorm, the fire truck went to Bur- have the
been pushed, pulled, and prop- we Shau take advantage' of it benam. I guess it is due to pome agandized
right here on Eastern's camthinking that we gins
cross up in the wiring. Something are lacking into
pus.
In
this
phase
of
school
should be done about Hits before endeavor.
As you know there are over 4,000
a real fire happens. Also rather
students enrolled here at Eastern
I think that it is time that those at the present, and undoubtedly this
than training their hose on Burnam, they turned it on us. Let me people that scream. "We need figure will double within the next
say now that it was cold enough more school spirit," realize that ten years. Prior to the last national
without getting wet, so I slop-? Just talking about it will not create election there were approximately
with half the carolers se* sa"« fo- it. It Is not something that can, 8,500 students enrolled at this
our rooms. I left Just in the nick of like some medicines, be taken or- school. Of that number leas than
time. Just as I entered the door, ally, intravenously, or externally. half of them participated in the
I saw a car with a rust 'Jtripe It is something that must be In- election. Why? That is a question
down the side drive up. Then the stilled into the person through which is very disturbing. It refire works began, re'sted some <sf friendship, student - faculty rela- mains to be seen why college stuthe boys, not with guns but flash tionship, spectator participation at dents, who presumably are capsports events, and by the leader- able of voting, have no more incameras.
Long had It been and long will snip of responsible persons (cheer- terest than this in our elections
.leanine Spurlin
it be before I go caroling again. leaders, etc.).
Possibly there are many stuI personally think that there is dents who do take an interest in "... I feel we are old enough to
Before, it was airway* a «"mulsting event, but never like this. But just as much school spirit now as the affairs of our government and govern ourBelres."
remember, I didn't want to go in there ever was, and I have always would like to vote, but wait until
thought that "Big E" had more time for the election before they
the first place.
Since this event, I have vowed than its share of school spirit. The realize they are not registered. I
never to spend another night situation has arisen where East- know this to be a fact—for there
studying in my room. It. is lass ern has outgrown/ ItseK. The en- were jnimy unregistered students
time consuming to study after my rollment has more than doubled in at the time of our last election.
In concluding, I would again like
fellow men have drifted Into that the past decade. How can a school
sweet blissful state called sleep. retain its Individualism with such to point out the future of our government rests upon our shoulders—
we must take action by showing
more representation in our elections. I urge each student, on a
non-partisan basis, to make it a
point to stop in at your local court
house or city hall and register durBy: JIM FARMS
ing the Christmas vacation. The
importance of it can not be overemphasized!
I Known facts today may save your life tomorrow! Do you. the EastLeroy K. Hall
ern student, really know how to protect yourself in case of an atomic
President. Young
attack? No doubt you may have a vague knowledge of correct procedRepublican's Club
ures. From listening to some answers given a WEKY radio announcer
by some of our students last week' on a local radio program, I doubt
If many of our students have really considered what they would do Dear Editor,
For the past few weeks, this colJFtra Williams
In case of attack.
I tried to answer this question myself. After thinking about the umn and the radio program, "The
"I
think
it's
a great idea . . ."
subject I also found my knowledge was somewhat limited. This week Voice of Eastern", have been domI have checked with civil defense authorities to get the true picture. inated by the subject of school
spirit.
I will present my findings to you.
The cry for spirit is a deaf one
To sum up, always remember that blast and heat are the two greatest dangers you face. The things that you do to protect yourself from unless all participate. By "all", I
these dangers usually will go a long way toward providing protecUon meant school officials, including
teachers, working along with the
from the explosive radioactivity loosed by atomic explosions.
While the lingering radioactivity that occasionally follows some student body. In my opinion, the
types of atomic bursts may be dangerous, still it is no more to be existing spirit of Eastern is muf1
feared than typhoid fever or other diseases that sometimes follow major fled by the present conditions of
disasters. The"only difference Is that you can't now waid it off with a the campus
shot in the arm; you must simply take the known steps to avoid It.
Spirit is a natural reaction from
Automation spreading .around
If you follow these pointers, you stand far better than an even chance a pride in the institution. This the country in various fields may
of surviving the bomb's blast, heat, and radioactivity. What's more. pride Is developed through work in reach deeper into the claswroom
you will make a definite contribution to civil defense In your commun- and with the institution. How many before long. A University of Wisity, because defense must start with you. But if you lose your head chances are given our students to j consvn professor of psychology.
and blindly attempt to run from the dangers, you may touch off a do works worth the merit of pride? | Karl U. Smith, contends that
Eastern is suffering from grow- audio visumalic teaching "is a new
panic that will cost you your life and put tremendous obstacles In the
ing pains. Her buildings are grow- dimension in education and reway of your Civil Defense Corps.
Six survival secrets for atomic attacks:
ing, but her methods aren't. As search."
an example, let me otte the diseV pr
1. Try to get shielded, take best available shelter.
Smitn,g
aualoviaumaUc
If you have time, get down in a baseemnt. Should you unexpectedly be pline In a girl's dorm.
teaching device consists of a magThe
prevailing
discipline
allows
caught out of doors, seek shelter alongside a building, or Jump in any
netic tape recorder, ah electriclittle freedom and feeling of rehandy ditch or gutter.
slide projector and
s]M>naibillty for the individual stu- ally-controlled
Stay in the shelter until you get word you can leave.
control unit The device works
dent A oaUsjge student should be athis
2. Outdoors or In a car.
way: It gives an illustrated
Go to nearest shelter. If you cannot reach prepared shelter He flat old enough to know when to come
with slides automatically
on the ground face down, or crouch on floor of car. This will keep in out of the rain without being told. lecture,
at the proper times,
In my freshman year we met presented
anyone from being tossed about and to lessen the chances of being
and
also
asks questions which
with the dean of girls for the purstruck by falling and flying objects.
must
be
answered
correctly by
pose of remodeling the old-fashion8. Bury your face in your arms.
When you drop flat, hide your eyes in the crook of your elbow. That ed rules to suit the present-day the student before it continues its
will protect your face from flash burns, prevent temporary blindness ! need*. Out of I number of re- course.
It directs the student to write
quest., one was granted, the
and keep flying objects out of your eyes.
twelve o'clock permission on Fri- an answer to a short essay ques4. Don't rush outside right after a bombing.
After an air blast, wait a few minutes till all is clear then go help day night. This is something that tion. The correct answer later is
fight fires. After other kinds of bursts, wait at least 1 hour to give ling- should have already been in exis- summarized by the machine when
he finishes writing and his ansering radiation some chance to die down.
tence.
In an overall look at discipline wer sheet punched for a second
5. Don't take chances with food or water in open containers.
To prevent radioactive poisoning or disease, select your food and for the entire campus, you can see question. The feedback of inforwater with care. When there Is reason to believe that they may be con- that in the attempt to keep order, mation about the correctness of
all chances of self-expression on answers is processed by using: the
taminated, stick to canned and bottled things if possible.
any subject, world-wide or local, contact between a stylus in the
B. Don't start rumors.
is stifled.
bands of the student and marked
Another problem, which our areas of Ihe answer key.
friend of the Saturday Evening
Every phase of the teaching
Post announced, is the terrible lack function except spontaneous giveof magazines in our campus book- and-take between lecturer and
store. It's not enough to keep up class members can be used to restudies for class and gain know- cord such an exchange and play
ledge of our major, but we must it back to the individual student
also keep up with things happening or class.
on the "outside" as well.
to Dr. Smith, "this is
In our attempt to grow Into a a Acceding
new concept at all levels of
university we have lost our indi- teaching—in
individualized tutorviduality. We play football In the
afternoon because big schools do. ing, quiz sections, discussion
We want sororities and fraterna- groups and formal lectures. As
ties because the big schools have a method of automation of teachthem. We want our name "Ma- ing functions, it can be used by
roons" changed because none of a teacher or in a teaching center.
the big schools have a name like It is a new way to apply visual
that. Isn't It time we wake up. art and illustration to all aspects
face facts, accept Eastern as It is of oral teaching. It also provides
and let It grow naturally and nor- the essential tools for a lecture
mally while we enjoy it for what review. Its special tutoring function makes it a big step forward.
it Is?
"The methods and machines of
Are sororities and fraternities
really going to change this? In my audoiovisumatic teaching are probopinion, they will just add to the ably of greatest value in providproblem until this campus is mod- ing techniques of comprehensive
scientific control of aH dtonenern enough to accept (Mem.
, . The Maturing Sophomore
ssans of teaching toe future, reMay the best man win!
search studies.

By Berry Wlreman
This week the Progress ran a
student poll on the following
question:
What do you, as a student of
Eastern, think of the Judicial
Court being incorporated by the
Student Council?
In preparing this poll the
opinions of 200 students were
sought. Listed below are the remarks and formulated table of
the students opinions.
Mary K Williamson, freshman,
said, "Although I have never had
the opportunity to observe a student judiciary court in action, I
think it will definitely be worthwhile. The
student court will
perhaps be better able to understand an individual's motives for
breaking the rules and could recommend d 1 s c i p 1 i n ary action
which would be more readily accepted by the students."
Melvin
Sutphin, 'sophomore
stated that "I am against the court
because I feel a few hand picked,
people are running the court; but
I feel this is a good idea because I don't like the Idea of the
faculty voicing such a strong
opinion over the students."
Jeannlne Spurlin, junior, said.
"I think its a good idea because
I feel we are old enough to govern
ourselves."
Jim
WiMia-iw. senior. commented, "I think its a great idea
because it might give some of

the students a second chance tc
appeal their case."
Dan Morris freshman, said. "1
don't think it's a good idea. The
couits in our land have been set up
for years by people who have utirdied tew for years. I don't understand how people who have not
studied law can set up a court in
a month that would function properly."
Tony Sgroi. sophomore, said, "I
think It U a good thing because a
student would know more about
the feelings of the student than a
faculty member." Ira Fannln.
junior, said, "I think it should be
an independent organza turn, and
not in any way connected with
the student council."
Jerry Wagoner, senior, said,
"No, I don't feel the student court
will work. Of course this is only
a personal opinion:. I don't know
what qualifications were taken
into consideration by those persons picking these judges, because
as
"»"»• they didn't inform the
'He went on, "These judges can
either make or freak th<s new
body. If they fail, it will be nothing more than a mouthpiece of the
administration and become another useless and nonfunctioning
organization.
I hope for the sake of Eastern
students that it does succeed," he
concluded.

■

■

■

rOW OR AOINST?—Above is a table showing the opinions of
M0 students taking part in the riogTies' poll on the student court.

Let's Talk It Over

.

Automation To
Classroom? Prof.
Smith Says Yes

DIDN'T GET My FATHER
MUCH OF A PRESENT, BUT 1 KNOW
Utfl LIKE IT-IM WRAPPING IT ENvJIRELy IN CHRISTMAS StUttf/

IT
0

fhi
"IF HE CHDMT LIKE THE SONG, W DIDN'T WE
REQUEST SOMETHING?"
*
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. hruston Morton Comments
On Fallout, Berlin, Congo

-• •—

Festive Cake Begins With A Mk

Is There Life In Other Worlds?

M

Friday, December 15,19al

——■

Say it with flowers from

KELLY'S FLORIST

By Mary Ana Nelson
Senator Thruaton B. Morton g*ve the Progress his thoughts on
th world and Kentucky Ui an interview lavrt Wednesday. Senator
Morton, who is a'«o nation*: chairman of the Republican pasty, was
on campus as assembly speaker.
_____
Here's the gist of the conversajWe'll maintain
tlon:
. tree acres* I taJaa. we
Fallout:
J
Senator Morton has suggested Hkmild eeve nuk It nleaeer wa—.
to President Kennedy that com- the wall, was kekaR euantrwMaj
munity fallout shelter* be built .i« that It was a violation •fa fcaafc
cloverleal junctions of highways agi wiiKat"
under construction. What action is
The Congo:
being: taken on this?
"The Congo is a terrtMe mess—
"The Administration is study- I don't
know what the answer is
ing if. When Congress convenes there ...
I think the answer is
bock, we may have a comprehen- more UN. strength against thsive plan on it," he said.
Katanga force*."
Keaateesa In Case Of Attack
The Republicans in l9tO-9t:
"I think our weakness is i» Civil
befenee," be said. "Our military
Me said that
the BeuuWMBI
is well prepared. Bven if a large outlook for 1M4 is stilt very
portion of our striking capacity much undetermined. Next year's
should be knocked out in the first elections will deteimrtw I* to
attack, we'll still have enough some extent.
left over to destroy Russia."
"I think the Republicans will
Rental
make gains (in 19821 I think we
"I'm afraid net ia the near fu- will make substantial!! gains in the
ture wHI we see rewiificatlon in House. In Hie Senate. I think we'll
pick up three or four seats'' he
conumented.
Kentucky:
"I'm hopeful that the Laurel
River project will rosily get going
now. Of caurse, oil the Ohio
River industrialization that's going on now will help," Sen. Morton
Wricow
concluded.

BURD'S
DRUG STORE

Fountain - Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A.M. ♦• 1P.M.
DIAL 623-4244

Bowling Green was settled by
Robert and George Moore, from
Virginia, in 1780. The ctty derived
itu name from the games of bowls
played try lawyers and court offlcials on the lawn of Robert
Moore's house, used as a courthous.e.
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CM 423-4991

E. M*in St.

SPECIAL!
EVERY
WED. —FW.—SAT.
'/a -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fires A Slew

BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY
DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

79c
SHOP

39c
SWEET
For holiday entertaining, this lovely cake is a perteet clioiee.
Starting with a package of apple spice cake, wl* niits art added
to the batter and the cake is baked in a tube pan. Finally, rumflavored butter frosting oovers the cake and decorations such as
nut meats, candied fruits, candles, or dragee* are added as desired.

CANFIELD MOTORS

Ran Frosted Nat Cafe

1 package apple spice cake
2 cags, unbeaten
hiht
1/2 cujrcTiopiJed nuts
1-V4 cups water
Hum Batter Frosting
Prepare cake mix with water and eggs as directed on package.
Wlx in nuts. Pour Batter into a greased and floured 10-lneh tube
pan. Bake in moderate oven (SB0°F.) 45 to 50 minutes.
Cool in pan for 16 minutes; then turn out on rack to finish
tabling. Frost with Rum Butter Frosting.
Baas Bailer Frosting
C taWespoons butter
& tablespoons milk (about)
Dash of salt
1/2 teaspoon rum extract .
1 pound (about 4 sups) sifted
confectioners' sugar
Cream putterr add salt and'part of sugar gradually, blending
after each addition. Add remaining sugar alternately with milk,
onttt of right consistency tq spread, beating after each addition
until smooth. Add rum extract and blend. Hikes 2 cups frosting.
Can any living thing survive an
atomic explosion? •
Certainly! The farther away
you are from the point of explosion the greater are your chances'
of surviving the blast, just as with
a charge of dynamite.' I
Wouldn't it be certain death if
one were, say 20 miles away?
Not necei.'jarily. Much depends
on the size of the bomb. Much depends on where you happen to be.
American soldiers stayed unharnie din shelters less than a mile
from a test explosion in Nevada.
Eh/en if an explosion were to kill
everyone within' a radius of 100
miles, people beyond the fettial
radius can' and will survive.
How can you know If a distant
explosion is atomic and what oan
you do if you should see one?
Nuclear eplosions arxe characterised by a Dash of unearthly
brilliance, brighter than the sun.
Such a flash will be unmistakable.
It can bbnd you and you should
look away instantly. Then seek
cover—any cover is better 'than
none. Bven the small' shelter afforded by a. curbstone coUd have
saved many lives had Hiroshima
been forewarned.

PHONE 623-4010
There's "SOMETHING EXTRA" About
Owning an OLDS!

USED

CARS!

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices
Main St. across from Courthouse
Though the picture is only make-believe, the possibility of contacting other worlds grows increasingly real. A scientist has already
heard radio waves from other planets. At a recent conference sponsored by the Samuel Bronfman Foundation, leading scientists
agreed that intelligent life probably does exist elsewhere in the
universe. But as for those little green men from Mars, forget them:
according to physical chemist George Kistiakowsky, the only life
likely to thrive on Mars would be extremely primitive.
Photo from United Artists, "Destination Moon."

|

Merry Christmas

RENT A DELUXE TUX!
COMPLETE LINE IN STOCK

And

BOB FRANC.S APPAREL

Happy New Year

CITY TAXI
623-1400

Veterans Cab

from all the folks at

Kentucky Cab

24 Hr. Service

M Royal One Hour Cleaners

lii

"Tareylon's Dual Filter in duas parte$ divisa MI!*
says Lucius (Dead-eye) Claudius, crack marksman of the
XVI Cohort catapult team. "People come from Nero and
far for T»reyton,"say8 Dead-eye. "Vero.Tarey ton's one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus. Try a pack and see
why the whole gang in the cohort is forum."

DUAL FILTER

Ttireyton

r^i&M*-X&~er-T-Xe~>~''*''''~*

*****
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Maroons Meet Phillips 66ers
During Christmas Vacation

PROGRESS SPORTS
Doug's Sports Beat
with DOUG WHITLOCK
Progress Sports Editor
CARL. COLE RETURNS TO EASTERN,
BUT AS A FOE
When Eastern plays host to the powerful PhUlir.3 66ci= next Monday night Carl <'<>!«• will be a
familiar sight on the Weaver Gym hai-dwouri. but
this time he will be playing against the Maroons,
not for them.
The Phillips team is
composed of amateur
athletes, moti of them ex-college playeiw, and the
industrial team made a
real catch when they
obtainp«.l All-America Cole.
Cole was one of six lcttcrmcn that graduated
from last season's O.V.C. co-championship squad.
In three ycaii Carl composed a record here that
would be admired by basketball players anywhere.
He is the holder of four all-time Eastern basketball records, all of which he set last (.season. They
inchide: free throw percentage for season. ,82'J:
consecutive free throws for season. 20; most field
goals attempted for season, 417; and consecutive
free throws made in a single game. 14.
Cole rank., second only to Jack Adams as the
leading scorer in Eastern history. In his three years
OP the varsity squad Cole scored 1134 points for a
16.7 average, while Adams IfCored 1460 and averaged 20.6 per game.
He led last year'6 team in every statistical department except shooting percentage and rebounds.
Otner highlights of his last season as a Maroon
were his 34 point outburst againvrt. Western and his
16 foU shots against the same quintet.
It'll be nice to see Carl back on the campus
again, but somehow it won't seem quite right nut
to be pulling for him.
• • • »
VUK WE REALLY SPIRI Till
AT BASKETBALL GAMES?
All year long the talk of the campus is the lach
of school spirit. And likewise, all year 'the reply
has been that we aren't Short spirited at basketball
games, and this corner has felt the same way.
Saturday night we opened our basketball season, and due to the volume of talk on the subject
tbJC comet paid particular attention to the spirit
displayed.
Usually, while being absorbed in taking notes on
the action and keeping statistics, it is hard to pay
much attention to the crowd other than the fact
that it is making a lot of noise, but Saturday night
we made the effort to relate this noise to the
iction.

It is the opinion of many people on campus that
to yell an the ball games is demonstrating school
spirit an. ti. a certain extent that is true. That
certain extent covera yelling with the cheerleaders
whir, they are directing cheers.
The noise from the crowd during an organized
cheer is scarcely noticable from the pressbox and
sounds move like murmuring than cheering. But
when the team takes the floor, scores, and when
:> play is called other than the way the fans want
it the sponUiijeous reaction M beyond the wildest
dream of what the cheerleaders could hope for on
their checis.
However, there is one cheer that nearly every
student take* part in and this participation is probably the only excuse for its frequent use, that is,
"G've'ein Hell Eastern."
Tile next lime you attend a ball game just look
at the attempts of the cheerleaders to lead cheers
and if you have the slightest inkling of 'true school
spirit you won't be able to help yourself.
We might add that our cheerleaders look exceptionally shaip in their new outfits.

•

•

•

•

McltRAYEK WANTED NORTHWESTERN GAME
This wool finds us in sort of a bind. Last night's
game wasn t over soon enough for us to get the
i exults in the Progress, but regardless of t)he outcome of the encounter here is an interesting sidelight to it.
Two years ago in Shrevepoi t, Louisiana, it was
I Ins mono team that upset the powerful Maroons
of that year, 60-R9, in a game that left a bitter
taste ll" the mouths of the Maroon players, fans,
and especially Coach Paul MuBrayer.
The game was the final round of the Gulf-South
Classic and the Maroons had rolled to victories
over two highly regarded teams and were definite
favorites Li the championship game of the Christmag tourney.
The hot-shooting Bayou team never let up and
defcatCu Eastern one point in a game that Coach
McBrayer thought he should have won.
After our opening game with Transy he said,
"Most of the boys from that team are gone today
Ray Gardner and Larry Parks remain I, but if I can
make thi-i bunch want the game as badly as I do
you'll sec h.i entirely different team Thui'sday th:uii
yoi. did tonight."

1961-6? EASTERN KENTUCKY TANKERS—The Maioon swimming team from left to right, front row: Josh Portmann. Lexington; Arnd Rehfuss, Covington; Bob Goes, co-captain. Fort Thomas;
Dick Sullivan. Frankfort. Second row: Forrest Osborne. Eubank;
Ron Rogowskl, Cicero, 111.; John Vetter. Cincinnati, e-o-captain;
Jacob Blackburn, Frankfort, and Donald Combs, coach. Back low:
Dan Morris, Frankfort; Bob Eatmon, Louisville; Dave Weisinger,
Danville; James Mitchell, Frankfort. Absent when the picture was
taken was George Proctor, Richmond.

INTRAMURAL
BOWLING
Top Three Bowlers
Staple-ton

IHtf

Dyer

III

Bowling

163
Standings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bombers
3 Duccs
Brad's Clan
Snookers
Dudes
Shooters
Hustlers
Road Runners
Pikes
Rebels

VOLLEYBAL L
( Mandim;- to UIIH dale)
American League
1. Satchwill's Team
2. Losers

Magnificent
Pikes
Brockton
BSU

7. O.D. 1st

8. Stadium A
0. Mattox 2nd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
UARY THOMPSON, capita of the Phillips 66 basketball team, gets 7.
together with coach Bud Browning. Thompson, playing his fifth sea8.
wtth the Men, is a two-time AAU Ail-American.
».

National League
Twisters
Faculty
Shooters
Leftovers
Stadium C
Stadium B
Rangers
Showboats
O£>. 2nd

Eastern Tops Transy 87-78;
Jim Werk Scores 27 Points
By DOUG WHITLOCK
Paul McBraycr's Eastern Maroons came back after a hectic
first half to defeat the Pioneers
of Transylvania 87-78 Saturday
night in the Maroons' season
opener In Weaver Gym.
The wiii for Eastern represented their 35lh straight home
win, number 210 for Coach McBrayer, and made Transy's record
3-2.
Transylvania, sticking close to
the Maroons, were able to go
ahead at 25-24. 29-26. and 40-39.
but in the closing minute's of the
half the Maroons came storming
back and caught the Pioneers at
'44-44 with 46 seconds left in the
half. Ron Pickctl and Rupert
Stephens collaborated in the remaining scoring to provide a 4744 halftimc edge for the yoting
Maroons.
Two Straight Mistakes
With the score 58-10 the Maroons made two straight mistakes
and Transy capitalized with field
goals by Lucas and Sonny Voyles.
Werk hit a jumper and Gardner
added a foul shot to put the Maroons on top by seven points, but
then Eastern went on a fouling
spree and put Voyles and Lucas
on the line for a total of four
shots and the Lexingtonians sank
all of them to move within thro*
at 61-58.
Vaylcs hit a driving laynp to
tighten it up at 64-60. but Stephens aelded a foul shot and a 20
foot jump to make it 67-60 with
10:57 remaining.
Just as it looked as If things
were going good for the Maroons,
both starting guards. Stephens
and Larry Parks, fouled out with
a little over eight minutes left to
play and made necessary the us,'
of two second stringers. One of
the boys was Herman Smith, who
had been in the ganw quite a bit
after Parks and Stephens got in
trouble with fouls, anel the other
was Richmond senior Carter Branden b\irg.
Tho Maroons were very Impressive with their shooting in tlu'ir
first game as they connected on
32 of 67 from the floor for a 47.8
percentage and hit 23 of 29 foul
shots.
Transylvania also hit a respectable percentage as the'.v hit
26 of 64 field goal attempts for
40.6 per cent and 26 of 3." foul
shots.
Transy gave Eastern a better
battle than most Richmond fans
had been bargaining for as they
tied the stoic seven times and led
the Maroons six time's.
Werk looked particularly good
in his first opening role for the
Maroons as he led all scorers with
27 points. lie hit on 10 of 15 from
lhe> field and sank all seven of his
foul shots. Coach McBraycr praised
WcrU's wffensive game, but said,
"Ho didn't rebound the way ivr
have the right to expect him to."
McBrayer was high in his praise
of senior Ray Gardner, the second
scorer with 20 points. He said

Wilt Scores 52
In Losing Effort

flmvliiig Note
If enough students are interested in bowling, a third league will
be organized. The new league, if
organized, ' will bowl on MondayWednesday. Turn in rosters as
soon as possible in Room 303 Weaver Health Building, or to Ken Pigg.

3.
4.
5.
6.

WERK SCORES TWO—Shown is Jim Werk as he scored two of his
27 points in the Transylvania game. Others pictured in the first
half action are Larry Parks (211. Eastern, Charles Moore (30) of
Transy and Joe Stark (32) of Transy.

3 3
0 3

The Boston Celtics Wednesday
night rolled to their 20th victory
in 23 starts in the National Basketball Association
123-113 over
the Philadelphia Warriors although the Warriors' Will Chamberlain scored 52 points.
In the last five games. Chainberlin has scored an even 300
points
an average of 60 per
game. The Warriors have won
only three of the five.
While Wilt was going his usual
way Wednesday night, the Celtics
were scoring in depth - with six
players in double" figures, led by
Sam Jones' 35.
Now the Celtics' Eastern Division lead is up to a whopping 6^j
games over second-place Philadelphia.
The Celtics' fourth straight victory over Chamberlain and Co.
this season name in the windup
of a doublcheader at Boston Garden. Chicago's Packers opened
the pair with a 113-112 victory
over the New York Knicks.
Cincinnati — with all five starters scoring 20 or more points —
whipped Syracuse 196-126 and
I .os Angeles nipped St. Louis in
overtime 137-136 with Elgin Baylor-also scoring 52 poirts.
From Louisville's old Brook St.
trolley line and the folks who lived
on it, Fontaine Fox took inspiration for his famous Tooncrville
Trolley cartoon.

that it was Gardner who did the
job and commented that next to
Gardner he was the happiest man
in the world about his coming
out of a shooting slump. Gardner
hit a blistering eight of 15 from
the floor and four of six at the
foul line. He was second in rebounds to Pickett with eight.
McBrayer said that Pickett did
a fine job at center in the first
half, but that in the second he
had bad position. This can be evidenced by the statistics. Pickett
had 11 points and six rebounds at
the half and wound up with 12
rebounds and 13 points.
He said he still couldn't tell
in i irh about the Parks-Stephens
guard combination, because they
both got in trouble with fouls
early, but that he felt sure they
would come along fine.
Ho eommented, "Brandenburg
was probably as good as any boy
on the floor tonight." He never
missed a shot and got us six points
when we needed them."
Statistics:
Eastern
I'l IT,
Werk ..
I 10-15
.3
8-15
Gardner
Pickett
.2
4-15
Parks ..
1- 3
.5
Stephens
5
4- 9
2- 6
Smith
3
Brandenburg 1
2- 2
Mueller
»...l
0- 1
0-1
Morris
0
Transy
PF FG
Moore
3 6-11
Stewart
5
3- 8
Stark
2 4-11
Lucas
3
6-18
Jimkins
3 2- 2
Voyles
3
2- 2
3- 6
Van Clcve ...3

When the Phillips 66ers invade
our campus Monday night they
will bring with them ex-Eastern
great Carl Cole, who starred for
the Maroons in three varsity campaigns.
The 66ers are competing in
Amateur Athletic Union competition after 13 years of affiliation
with the National' Basketball
League, and this is their first
year without any league connection.
Prior to the start of the 196162 season, the 66ers made a sixweek tour of Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt. Cyprus, and Poland,
playing games and conducting
clinics at the request of the United
States State Department.
The 66er8 have seven returning
veterans, augmented by five highly regarded rookies. Returning
from last year's team are forwards Jerry Shipp and Wally
Frank, centers Jim Hagan, Tom
Robitaille and Al Bunge, and
guards Gary Thompson and Denny
Price.
Newcomers are forwards Don
Kojis (Marquette) and Charlie
McNeil (Maryland), and guards
Carl Cole (Eastern Kentucky),
Charlie Bowerman (Wabash), and
Ron Altenberg (Cornell College).
The 66ers are composed mostly
of ex-college players that still
have their amateur standings
Their big gun last season was
Shipp, who averaged 17.6 points
in 49 games for an 860 total point
output. Second to him is Robitaille averaging 12.2 points a game.
Last season the Phillips team
wound up the season with a 28-21
record, the worst in the history
of the club. They won third place
in the since-suspended NBL, marking the second time in 13 years
that the 66ers failed to win or tie
for the league championship.
The starting lineup for the Maroons in this game is expected to
be the same as in the opener.

USE
COLE RETURNS AS FOE—Cart Cole, one of Eastern Kentucky's
all-time great basketball players, returns to his alma mater Monday,'
December 18, but as a foe. not a friend. Cole will be with the Phillip*
66ers, powerful' AAU team the. Maroons will meet on that eveningj
At Eastern, Cole was a record-breaking eager and an outstanding
Kcholnr
scholar.

Christmas
Seals

WELCOME STUDENTS!

FT Reh. TP
7-7 7
4-6 8
5-7 12
3-3 3
2-3 .'>
0-1 3
2-2 1
0-0 2
0-0 0

n20
13

5
1"
t;
6
0
0

FT Reb. TP
2-2 8 14
4-6
2-2
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ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale - Rent - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS — SLIDE RULES COMPASSES — "T" SQUARES
FLO-MASTER FELT TIP PENS — INDIA INK
INDEXES — GRAPH PAPER — TYPING PAPER
POSTER BOARD

CIRCLE

Richmond Office Equipment

7-10

0-1
5-5
6-7

Player Of
The Week

SOUTH THIRD STREET

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

ESTERBROOK PENS — Choose your own point
PAPERMATE PENS — REHLLS
SCRIPTO PENS — DESK BLOTTERS

"FLAT - TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GYLNDON HOTEL

PHONE 623-4365
ALL NECESSARY SCHOOL SUPPLIES

WAYMAN'S
RICHMOND
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THE
PRACTICAL GIFT
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STORES
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MERCHANDISE

BEREA

STORE
FOR

LESS"

YOUR BARGAIN CITY

RAY GARDNER

SIC FLICS

*

Coach Paul S. McBrayer has
designated Ray Gardner, senior
from Mt. Eden, Kentucky, as the
Player of the Week for the first
week of the young basketball season.
He singled out Gardner as the
only boy who played an outstanding game from both aspects, offense and defense.
Earlier Coach McBraver had
been worried about Gardner's being in a shooting slump, but said,
"His shooting was fine in the
Transylvania game."
In the Maroons' opener Gardner
scored 20 points and connected
on eight of fifteen from the floor.
His other four points came on
four of six foul shots, and was the
only Maroon to play the full 40
minutes.
Gardner is one of the two returning let termen from last year's
team and averaged 10.3 last
season.

Davis Beauty

Salon
PERSONALIZED
HAIRSTYliNG
101 So. First St.
McKee Bldg.
Phone 623-1200

"What'll it be, Miss Porter...
the Dekes or us?"
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY
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ROTC NEWS

Sanders Comments

□ n

For the past several year: the Department of the Army has conducted a continuing quantitative evaluation of the product of .t»
ROTC program, with performance at the various branch service
schools by the newly commissloLed officers providing the prime basis
for this evaluation. Results of the study indicate a direct correlation
By Jim Forris
between the success of these young officers in the service school orii entation courses and the;:- urticigraduate le.i.rd of acadmic achieve"Ware
imay toe fought with ment while in co-lege. With some institutions roisUtcntly producing
weapons, but they are wan by higher quality commissioned giaduatew than Others.
men. it U the spirit of -the men
It is not l-x^'lly known what the scholastic average at other colwho follow and of the man who leges and universities mi^ht be to presage success of their graduates
leads that gain the victory."
at the service sehoois. Statistical analysis of Eastern's graduates,
General George S. Patton. Jr. however, indicates that n grade point average o! 1.8 or higher for
all academic work is necessai" to portend reasonably successful comEastern's ROTC Rifle Team petition with graduates commissioned from other institutions. This
beat the University of Indiana in Is not an Uirisual situation, noi an unexpected finding. It is a gena postal match last week. Win- erally accepted thesis that w record of successful academic achievening by a narrow margin of 3 ment in college is a valid baaii. for prediction of success in most propoints, Eastern fired a 1379 out fessions or aiiuul-life avocation.:.
What is your academic average at this point? Are you satisfied
of a possible 1500 to top U.I.'s
score of 1*76. 9o far this year, with your performance to dale .' Have you achieved in proportion to
Eastern has
won all of their your capacity or pclential? Do you have good study habits? Do you
postal matches and have a record budget your time and sticl: io that allocated for otudy? Do you preEare yourself adequately for each class ? Have you dene your best ?
of six wins and ho losses.
' you ca.i answer these questions favorably and in. the affirmative.
The
scheduled shoulder to you
to be comr.iendo'. Ii not. then it's time to make a self-invenshoulder match with the Univ- tory are
to determine why not enci what you can do about it. With the
ersity of Kentucky was called off current semester appro* matcl\ four-fifth's gone there is still time
last Saturday.
to make amends with and f< r yourself, but time is rapidly running
put Don't delay—it'll soon he too late. Take self-inventory now: adLast Saturday night before the just your assets one make a sound investment in your own future.
Transylvania basketball
game,
those present witnessed the ROTC
Color Guard in action. Our guard
has as one of its main functions
participation at all athletic events.
Being on the color guard is a very
honored position in our corps.
Member are chosen for their
Four British and two Austrian at a mountain lake. Its aim is to
sharpness In military bearing, unisummer schools are offering Am- enable English-speaking students
form and mind.
erican
students the opportunity to to become acquainted with AusJunior Cadet Tom Henderson is
combine 1962 vacation travel trian educational and social valin charge of the color guard which abroad
with six weeks of liberal ues. Couises b?ing offered include
is composed of sophomores Jack
study next July and August. German language, law and politiHibbarcl. John Holland, Jim arts
for study at all six cal science, education, arts and
Hughes. James Salyer, Charlie Applications
summer schools are now being ac- history. Students who have comKing, and Don Sanders.
cepted by the Institute of Interna- Sileted at least two years of colEducation.
ege are eligible to apply. The fee
The ROTC Corps and Military tional
Under the British University, ior the full six-week program, inStaff are very proud of the three students
can apply for study at one cluding registration, tuition, maincadets in the program who are of four schools,
each concentrat- tenance, tours and excursions, and
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINEST!
members of this year's varsity ing
on a particular subject and attendance at the Salzburg Festibasketball team. Rupert Stephews, period. At Stratford-upon-Avon the val, is $335, with an optional fourAltering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
A unique locator service which" senior guard, Jim Deforest junior subject will be Shakespeare and day trip to Vienna costing $35. A
will assist colleges and universities forward, and Russ Mueller sopho- Elizabethan drama: at the Uni- few scholarships covering partiu!
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
center, should ace a lot of versity ot London the course will or full lees are available to sixto find trained, able professional more
for the Maroons. The Mili- be the study of English literature, week students.
We have no agent working. Instead we give all
personnel wild be developed by the action
Science Department encour- art and music of the 20th century;
Application for both the British
AAUW Educational foundation, tary
agvres
all
Cadets to participate In at Oxford the subject will be his- and Austrian programs may be
students a special discount.
according to am announcement by only can one
learn
teamwork
and
Dr. Anna L. Rose Hawkes, Presi- leadership, but he can keep him- tory, literature and the arts of 17th obtained from the Information and
century England. The theme of Counseling Division, the Institute
dent.
self mentally and physically In the Edinburgh School will be Brit- of International Education. British
A $20,000 grant from the Fund snap for his studies.
ish history, philosophv and liter- Summer School scholarship applifor the Advancement of Education
ature from t888 to 1832. Although
must be received before
is making possible a two-year exPARTY TIME: Following last the courses are designed for grad- cations
pansion and development program Saturday night's basketball game uate students, undergraduates in March 1, 1962. and admission applications before March 31. Scholfor the Association's Roster of the Pershlng Rifles sponsored a
their last two years at a univer- arship applications for Austrian
Women Holding Earned Doctor- Christmas
Dance in the Little sity will be considered.
schools must be returned by March
ates. The project has been under- Gym of the Weaver Health BuildFee
1, and admission applications by
taken as a result of the response ing.
The
British
Summer
School
fee,
May
1.
^Main — Across from Penney's
by educational administrators and
Inculding full loom, board and
of women holding doctorates to
Last Monday night at the tuition, is $264. A few scholarship
the limited service offered by the rigude (Staff Meeting, Cadet Col. expenses, but not travel, are availAAUW since 1958.
larve Turner announced the Corps able.
Updated roster files will con-; would have a Review Parade in
Both Austrian summer schools
tain more detailed information. In January for 'those cadets being Include in their 'programs the opaddition,
institutions
wll
be
able
commissioned. Approximately tep portunity to attend performances
We Have Four Dependable Barbers to Serve You.
to ask that files be checked for men wilt receive their gold bars at at Salzburg's famed music festieach opening. Copies of the re- the end of the first semester. The val. Salzburg Summer School, sponThe remodeling of Eastern's
cords of women whose training exact date will be announced later. sored by the Austro - American
"ALL TYPE HAIR CUTS"—OUR SPECIALTY.
grille in the Student Union Buildand experience seem to qualify
Society, emphasizes German lang- ing is now in progress.
them for the positions available ATTENTION: The AUSA January uage study, but courses in art and
will be sent to the Inquiring in- meeting wiH
The Lane and White Construcbe held Tuesday music and foreign policy are
:
C , 9KS iWfa ;w« i»rB mn Ml iWS S« .Wl «^w ^5. •• j stitution. Since the roster is hot a night, the second, in the Little taught in English. Also included, tion Company has been assigned
placement service, no references Theater. At this time Farri*.. in Addition to attendance at the the <■<inti .uH for the job. After ih,g.
will be kept nor recommendations President, will present member- music festival, are a variety of renovation work is completed, new
made. The expanded roster will ship certificate and ribbons to the conducted tours of Salzburg. The i^ completed, new facilities will be
meet the critical faculty short- new members. Those receiving fee for the entire program is $245. installed which make the grille efage In higher education and will awards will be two seniors and Applicants must be between the ficient and up to date. All conWishes You Safe Journeys
help women advance within the 31 Juniors. A regular monthly pro- ages of 18 and 40, and must have struction work is expected to be
educational profession.
To Your Homes and Back.
gram will be included.
completed at least one year of col- completed within ninety days.
Women To (let Questionnaires
lege work. A few full scholarships
While the grille is being ren•FT*
ovated, a temporary one has been
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Over 12,000 women holding HUMOR IN UNIFORM: To install are available.
a
1400
pound
radar
antenna
atop
Aim For Students
set-up so that students may still
earned doctorates will receive
AND A
The University of Vienna, offer- enjoy the benefits of a grille. The
questionnaires this month asking a tower more *han 100 feet high,
a
USAF
unit
stationed
In
England
ing
summer
courses
at
its
St.
temporary grille is located in the
6 they are available for college
faculty positions. The list of used a "workhorse" helicopter to Wolfgang Campus near Salzburg, Blue Room In the Student Union
HAPPY NEW YEAR
combines
study
.with
outdoor
life
make
the
life.
An
Air
Force
news
Building.
women was compiled with the co■jiiTls.' PW T*Vi* —"if -~ay rTTsV -»•**;• pyii1 -*;*■»* *T1i*'st i operation of the National Re- release describing the operation
1
I search Council of the National said the copter had been called
Academy of Sciences and over 180 because there was no other
doctorate-granting institutions in equipment available in England
the Unitea States, which supplied capable of hoisting that weight to
that height. The release was went
addresses.
only to U. 8. military press outWomen
wishing
to
be
Included
a copy fell into British hands.
Featuring MARTINIZING, The MOST In
in the Hsting will pay a small re- line
Am irate Londoner promptly
gistration fee, and there will be a wrote
to the local Air Force press
Dry Cleaning!
fee for institutions using the Her- bureau: ".. .and I
suppose the
vice. The AAUW Foundation ex- pigeons put Lord Nelson
at the
pects the roster to be a self-supT top of the column in Trafalgar
porting service by the end of the Square."
development period.
$5.00 WORTH Of CLEANING AT REG. PRICE
DetaUed information about the. THOUGHT FOR THE WEfJJK: Reroster service may be had by writ- member "The life you save may
to Mrs.
Lorraine B. Torres. be your own."
Roster of Women Holding Earned
Everyone be careful and return
Doctorates, AAUW Educational next year in good shape. DRIVE
PLUS
Foundation. 2401 Virginia Avenue. CAHBFULLY.
N. W., Washington 7, D.C.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
The Kentucky Agriculture DeAn all-time high of *37.7 million partment's
full force of 30
in construction and equipment weights and measures Inspectors
contracts for Kentucky public Is policing the 30 burley tobacco
schools was awarded during the auction markets in the state to
3rd & Main
Richmond, Ky.
assure accuracy in weighing.
1960-61 school year.
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European Summer Schools
Make Offer To Americans

Service Assists
Employment

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Phone 623-1368

Free Delivery

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

New Grill And
Bookstore To Be
Completed Here

Welcomes All Students & Faculty

I

Friday. December IS. 1961
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Clay City's

ron EVERY
OCCASION ...
BRUNSWICK
BOWLER
ACCESSORIES

BOB NORDHElM
Cadet Master Sergeant Bobbv
W. Nordheim, the 3rd Platoon lead- '
er for "E" Company has done ex- |
eeptionally well in hi:i ROTC duties I
and is this week's superior Cadel.
Bob lives In Foster, Ky.. and attended Butler High School graduating in 1959.
Bob has a great deal of energy
and enthusiasm for the Cadet Brigade and does his best to produce
work which his superiors are proud
of. He works well with others and
has fine leadership qualities.
Bob is a junior and is majoring
in education. His activities inAmerica
clude Panning Rifles Drill-Team,
fashion line of
S-2 Officer for Company R-l,
bowler accesAUSA and intramural basketball.
sories. Shoos
His hobbies Include coin collectfrom $6.95>
Kails from
ing and all sports. After grad$'J4.9r»/Hags
uation and a tour of Army duty.
from
$3.96.
Bob plans on becoming a teacher.
In his ROTC class, he stands in
the top third and is improving constantly. Right now he is planning
on doing his best at the Summer
Camp Training and, with his attitude, he should do well.

•nap*

Lady
■ rum-lik
Ball
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ACCESSORY DEALER

The maximum speed limit on
Kentucky roads for all vehicles of
five horsepower or less Is 35 miles
per hour.

Maroon Lanes
V. S. 28 South—Ph. 623-423C
Near Hi S Warehouse

QUALITY CLEANING
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT THE
CLOTHES THEY WEAR!
-

ONE DAY SERVICE!

—

College Dry Cleaners
109 N. 3rd

Free Pickup and Delivery

!

Ph. 623-5271
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BIG HILL AVE.

^M
DIAL
623-IVIO

WISHES YOU AND YOURS A

■

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
HAPPY MEW YEAR

Richmond 1-Hr. Cleaners
FAMILY PLAN:
ONLY

$4.00

OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS!

Gift of luxury...
Pima calton
dress whites
Lustrous pima cotton
broadcloth has short point
fused collar, barrel
cuffs. Sanforized, of
course! White in sizes
14 to 1" (32 to 36)

►25

It's what's up front that counts

BOBJftANCiS APPAREL

IFILTER-BLENDI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
REMEMBER YOU CAN CHARGE
IT AT PENNEY'S

.

site was

quality of the nails, stove*, plow*
sares, cannonballs, and other products -there.

1 The Golden Rule Cafe

m

present

the site of the prosperous
Cadet Of Week I once
Red River Iron Works, known as
early as 1802 for the superior

dCe.. ffln.io.i-H.lrm. N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD tike

RICHMOND.
Kr.
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Science Foundation Begins
Program For Equipment

Friday. December IS, 1M1

Casing The

Clubs

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

MELVA GROOT — Clubs Editor
Hi.Iil~ Christmas Coffer . . . Vespers will feature Mrs. Ray Sal-

FROM

NEWBERRY'S

I

Madison National Bank
Richmond,

Ky.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

$ LANTER MOTOR CO. g
extends season's greetings.
Drive safely and sanely.

I

I
i

Madison Laundry & Cleaners
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND CLEANING SERVICE

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
ONE DAY SERVICE!
So. 3rd Street - Richmond, Ky.
Across From Greyhound Bus Depot

Merry Christmas
i»K

and a Happy New Year

i

From all of Us to All of You.

ELDER'S

I

Telford Party
The annual BSU Christmas Coffee was held last Monday evening.
Approximately seventy-five guests
from Richmond and Madison
County visited the center between
8 and 10 p.m. The center was decorated in blue and silver with a
theme of "Peace On Earth". Special music was provided by Mary
Mackey, Ed Lyons. Arlenc Calico,
Terri Groves, Ruth Brown, Charles
Wells, Debbie Murrell, Sharon
Vater, Shirley Elli3, Carol Kelly,
and Bill Reed. «
Over one hundred children of
Telford Community Center were
entertained by the Baptist Student
Union and the Young Women's
Auxiliary at a Christmas party
Friday evening.
Clara Mae Thomas, missions
chairman of the YWA's, directed
the activities of the evening. Tne
Telford children presented the traditional Christmas story in Scripture and carols, and Terri Groves,
YWA president, read "The Night
Before Christmas."
Ed Lyons as "Santa Claus" presented a gift to each child. Members of the YWA served refreshments.
BSU Vespers Tuesday. January
3. will be under the direction of
Debbie Murrell, and Wednesday's

Freshmen Sing
Carols In
Assembly

yer of Richmond as speaker.
DSF Goes Caroling
The D.S.F. held its annual Christmas caroling: last Monday. The
carolers went to the homes of several shut-ins and sang the traditional carols.
The evening was climaxed by a
party at Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McGlasson's. Hot choclate, popcorn,
and candy were served, and gifts
were distributed. These gifts will
be redistributed to needy families.
Dr. Jones Speaks to Biology Club
Dr. Sanford Jones of the Biology
Department was guest speaker to
the Caduceus Club Monday evening. In his speech on "Iodine Metabolism" Dr. Jones axplained
how the level of radioactivity in an
area can be determined by counting we activity of an iodine isotope
in the thyroid gland of grazing animals in the area.
The next club meeting will be
January 8, 7:30 p.m., Room 111
Science Building.

To meet the critical need of
many
educational institutions,
particularly smaller colleges, for
modern scientific instructional
equipment, the National Science
Foundation recently announced a
program to provide founds, on a
carefully selective and matching
basis, for the purchase of ncientlflc
equipment for undergraduate instruction.
Colleges and universities granting science bachelor's degrees may
request funds to assist them in
purchasing scientific equipment to
be used in the laboratory or in
l»cture - demonstration sessions.
Examples of equipment eligible for
purchase under the program include microscopes, centrifuges, microtomes, test equipment and similar scientific apparatus.
Proposals Limited
Proposals may not exceed $25
thousand in order that the widest
possible group of departments may
benefit. All grants In this program ,
are required to be on a matching
basis with at least SO per cent of
the direct costs to be incurred derived from non-Federal sources.
Each institution offering the
bachelor's degree in the sciences
will be advised by a letter to its
president of the maximum num-

ber of proposals which will be accepted for review. Each president
will then select those disciplinary
units of his school which may seek
support.
.
In those cases where recognition
of the need for improvement of
the content and focus of undergraduate instruction is accompanied l
by adequate staffing and support- I
ed by detailed planning, the Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment Program may as-1
sist by providing, on a matching I
basis, the necessary Instructional
equipment.
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RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE
CAR RADIOS — RECORD P1AYER5 —
TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE
Give a Small Transistor Radio or Record Player
for Christmas — $19.95 up.

• CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service
West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)
PHONE 623-3272
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One of the
Fabulous

I HINKLE REXALL DRUG 1f
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

PHONE 6-5327, 1'EX.. 'FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE RESERVATIONS.
12 Mi. North of Richmond on US 25
We serve the finest in FOOD and ENTERTAINMENT.

The walls of Btock Auditorium
resounded with the voices of the
members of the Freshman class
Wednesday morning as they sang
the traditional Christmas carols
together.
The atmosphere was one of
warmth and enthusiasm during
their last assembly before the
Christmas holidays.
Mr. Van Peurscm, head of the
music department led the singing,
accompanied by Mr. Gus FlankJin at the organ and Miss Francis
McPherson at the piano.'
The carols sang included, "The
First Noel." "Joy to the World,"
"O Come All Ye Faithful," "Hark,
the Herald Angels Sing," "Deck
the Halls," "White Christmas."
"Jingle Bells," "God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen," and "Silent
Night."
One of the features of the program was the playing of "White
Christmas" by Miss McPherson
as her Chiistmas gift to the class.
This was followed by group singing of the song, no doubt made a
little merrier by the recent snowfall.
The program was ended on a
very beautiful and spiritual note
as Bhey sang "Silent Night," then
hummed the last verse.
The caroling was preceded by
two compositions played by different dual pianists, Eileen Osborne and Shirley Hinkle played
"If Thou Be Near Us.,.. "Jamaica
Rhumba," was played,by Nancy
Rodgera and Mary Jo Lackey.
Pertinent announcements were
made by President Robert R. Martin.

-TUESDAY SPECIAL!Featuring e- COL SANDERS RECIPE

FRENCH FRIES OR MASHED
POTATOES, COLE SLAW,
BISCUITS AND GRAVY
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

By Krmu Ridge

v* Kentucky Fried
CHICKEN
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WISHES EACH AND EVERYONE

>-

campus favorite in all 50 states!
...It'8 a top teller at colleges from U.S.C. to Yale
... and 1st in the flip-Top box in every tingle state
If you think you're seeing more Marlboro men
lately, you're rigjit. More than 25,000
smokers all over the country are switching
to Marlboro every month!
You'll know why when you try them.
Marlboro is the filter cigarette with the unfiltered
taste. The secret of the flavor is the famous
Marlboro recipe from Richmond, Virginia... and
the pure white Selectrate filter that goes with it
Try Marlboro and judge for yourself. On or
off campus, you get a lot to like.

Flip-Top box or King-size pack
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